SLX | SUNDECK | SPX

NOW IS THE TIME
AND THIS IS THE WAY
You can wait for the right moment, or you can grab this one and
make it yours. Spend it wisely, spend it confidently, knowing you
are creating an unbeatable memory in an unbelievable location.
Sea Ray’s dynamic 2015 sport boat lineup unlocks the natural
world and opens up relationships with family and friends,
so everyone can live in the moment. Right here, right now.

SLX, SUNDECK AND SPX
SLX
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Sporty and spacious, the SLX Series
sets a new standard with unmatched
fit, finish and technology.

Athletic, stylish and appealingly
accessible, the new SPX Series is
guaranteed to impress.
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A refreshing take on deck boating, the
Sundeck Series delivers incredible
performance with Sea Ray’s refined
styling to match.
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Premium-quality boats for enhanced
living. That’s the Sea Ray difference
owners have enjoyed since 1959.
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FIND YOURSELF
BY GETTING
LOST IN THE
MOMENT
“Boat ride” barely begins to capture the experience of
an afternoon on a Sea Ray sport boat. Precise and athletic
performance combines with premium styling and
outstanding finishes to elevate boating into something
even more immersive. Because when all the details align,
all paths lead to the here and now.
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LINES THAT
MOVE YOU
When something is designed well, your eyes have a way of
drinking it in, deeply and thoroughly. Sea Ray crafts boats that
are beautiful, yes, but also purposeful. You can see it in every
gracefully sloping dash, each seat that cups you just so, each
striking hull profile. A Sea Ray is designed not just to catch the
eye but to stir the soul.
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POWER,
PLAY
Electrify your days on the water with Sea Ray’s muscular power choices,
smooth ride and extra precise control. Engineered to meet exacting
performance requirements, Sea Ray’s aggressive 2015 sport boats will
impress speed demons and watersports whizzes alike. And drivers
will feel confident and firmly in control no matter the sea state and no
matter how often “one more time!” is yelled from the end of the tow rope.
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MAKE IT
PERSONAL
MAKE IT
BEAUTIFUL
Relationships change beneath a wide open sky with the shore left cleanly
behind. Focus is sharpened, colors are brighter and smiles stretch wider.
We see each other with new eyes and hear each other with open ears.
This is the power of a Sea Ray day. When the only distractions are beauty
and awe, bonds grow tighter and affection grows deeper.
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OWNERSHIP
UNRIVALED
SUPPORT
A Sea Ray is more than just a boat. It is every sunny afternoon you will enjoy on the water.
It is the joy of time spent with family and friends. It is the adrenaline rush of speed and
the strong pull on a tow rope. In short, it is the total experience of a premium product
that delivers these things in spades. A major part of that is how well Sea Ray owners are
supported by both Sea Ray’s extended warranty and the Sea Ray dealership that sold
them the boat and helps keep it in tip-top shape.

INDUSTRY-LEADING WARRANTY

All 2015 gas-powered Sea Ray sport boats (sterndrive and outboard) feature
the Surpass 5-year factory warranty, a bow-to-stern warranty on the boat and
its components from defects in materials and workmanship. The engine is
covered for the same period, using a warranty backed by Mercury® and
Brunswick Product Protection. In addition, all sport boats have a Limited
Lifetime Structural Hull Warranty for ultimate peace of mind.

ON ALL SPORT BOATS

See your Sea Ray dealer and the Sea Ray Express Limited Warranty for complete details.

MOST AWARDED BOAT BRAND. EVER.

The National Marine Manufacturers Association surveys owners
biannually to gauge customer satisfaction, and Sea Ray consistently
earns CSI awards in more categories than any other boat company.
J.D. Power also measures customer satisfaction, and again Sea Ray
continues to top their lists. Sea Ray regularly wins great praise from
organizations and magazines for its new boats and the innovations on
them. No exception to this pattern of excellence, more Sea Ray dealON ALL CRUISERS, SPORT YACHTS AND YACHTS
ers make the Boating Industry Top 100 Dealers rankings every year
than any other manufacturer’s dealers. These rankings measure
everything from facilities, to service, to sales experience, to customer
events to ensure that when you buy a Sea Ray, it’s going to come with a
dealer who can keep you happy on the water no matter what.
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INNOVATION
TOMORROW’S
BOATING TODAY
Sea Ray’s Next Wave™ program is an intensive commitment to driving major innovations into
every model to deliver the best boating experiences imaginable. With a deliberate focus on
product, this initiative aims to elevate Sea Ray and raise the bar industry-wide. Sea Ray is as
a dominant global presence and a company of forward thinkers. Technologies and design
innovations like the following are all intended to make every day on the water unforgettable.

DYNAMIC RUNNING SURFACE™

Large triangular planes integrated into the hull surface dynamically
articulate to optimize running characteristics, providing an
unprecedented riding experience. Sensors automatically adjust
the running surface to ensure optimal trim no matter the load or
sea state, and reduce bow ride for improved acceleration and precise handling. Skiers and wake boarders can adjust presets to get
their preferred wake shape for perfect runs every time.

QUIET RIDE™
Reduction in NVH
as much as

50%

BASELINE
BOAT AVERAGE
QUIET RIDE
AVERAGE

DECIBEL COMPARISON AT FULL CRUISING SPEED:
Baseline Boat Average 86.2: As loud as a freight train from 15 meters
away Quiet Ride Average: 79.4*: A normal passenger car at 65 mph
*A 10 decibel increase means sound is twice as loud

Banishing Noise, Vibration and Harshness from the boating experience increases comfort and enjoyment. Accoustical forensics,
advanced engineering and sound-attenuation materials combine to
completely change the boating experience. When the only noise you
hear is the laughter of your children and an easy conversation with
your spouse, you’ve arrived at a new level of perfect.
Tuned Transom® from Omni Products Inc. counteracts vibration
and noise from the engine compartment taking the loudest noise
contributor out of the equation. High-tech laminates in the hull
convert noise and vibration energy to heat that is whisked away by the
water passing beneath you. Tighter fit and finish with thicker bushings and other vibration reducers prevent another noise source.
Full-beam bulkheads, noise blockers in hull cavities and accoustical
insulation in areas where noise travels contribute to the quiet.
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SLX

®

SERIES

The SLX Series shines with the focused performance of a true
athlete. Unparalleled Next Wave™ technology and chic styling set
the SLX models above the competition with a laser focus on just
how good boating can be. The SLX family’s powerful build and
state-of-the-art helm offer the kind of precise control that thrills
drivers, while performance-oriented seating with outstanding
lateral support helps everyone enjoy the ride. Watersports addicts
will delight in exciting pulls and great wakes, no matter their
sport, and everyone will appreciate the stunning stainless steel
and teak fit and finish. Zero in on the sunset at full throttle and
feel the rush of an unbeatable premium sport boat that gets all
the details just right.

210SLX

®

LENGTH: 21' 0" / 6.40 m

14

/ BEAM: 8' 3" / 2.50 m

/ WEIGHT: 3,642 lb / 1,652 kg

/ FUEL: 40 gal / 151 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Optional Digital Dash and flush-mounted GPS/chartplotter • Full-beam extended swim platform with optional sunpad configuration and walk-thru
Premium, command-centric helm and captain’s chair • Abundant, deep bow and cockpit seating with storage beneath
Standard convertible layout opens floorspace
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Abundant storage throughout • Bluetooth™-compatible Rockford Fosgate® stereo • Two seating plan configurations (see page 64)
Remarkable performance with standard engine
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230SLX

®

LENGTH: 23' 0" / 7.00 m
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/ BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.59 m / WEIGHT: 4,100 lb / 1,859 kg /

FUEL: 47 gal / 178 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Optional Digital Dash includes flush-mounted GPS/chartplotter • Double-stitched upholstery • Adjustable flip-up aft lounge
Transom stereo remote and walk-thru • Spacious cockpit fosters conversation with swivel helm bucket seats
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Bluetooth™-compatible Rockford Fosgate® stereo • Optional Dynamic Running Surface™ for cruising stability and wake shaping
Engine options up to 300-hp V-8 MerCruiser® available
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250SLX

®

LENGTH: 26' 6" / 8.08 m

18

/ BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.59 m / WEIGHT: 5,880 lb / 2,667 kg

/ FUEL: 75 gal / 283 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Optional Digital Dash includes flush-mounted GPS/chartplotter • Optional fill-in cushions create an expansive bow lounge
Enclosed head with lockable door • Choose from two seating layouts, which include a wetbar or additional seating
Transom sunpad with center walk-thru and storage below
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Double-stitched upholstery • Engine options up to 380-hp V-8 MerCruiser® • Standard Quiet Ride™, featuring Tuned Transom®
Optional “swim-out” hydraulic platform • Shown with color-matched sport tower
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270SLX

®

LENGTH: 28' 6" / 8.69 m

20

/ BEAM: 9' 0" / 2.74 m /

WEIGHT: 6,016 lb / 2,728 kg /

FUEL: 91 gal / 344 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Optional Digital Dash includes flush-mounted GPS/chartplotter • Optional bow filler cushion for lounging
Entertainment center with wetbar and optional refrigerator • Aft sunpad with center walk-thru and integrated storage
Abundant cockpit seating with storage beneath; fiberglass tower shown with integrated Bimini
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Enclosed head compartment with lockable door and finishes upgrade • Double-stitched upholstery • Command-centric helm station
Engine options up to 380-hp V-8 MerCruiser® available • Standard Quiet Ride™, featuring Tuned Transom® • Optional “swim-out” hydraulic platform
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300SLX

®

LENGTH: 29' 6" / 8.99 m

22

/ BEAM: 9' 8" / 2.95 m /

WEIGHT: 7,700 lb / 3,493 kg

/ FUEL: 130 gal / 492 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Optional Digital Dash includes flush-mounted GPS/chartplotter
Axius® propulsion system with joystick control available with optional 300-hp twin sterndrives • Enclosed head with lockable door and VacuFlush® toilet
Convertible rear sun loungers overlook swim platform • Standard fiberglass arch with Bimini top
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Three layout options include a wetbar and optional entertainment center (see page 65) • Double-stitched upholstery
Optional SmartCraft® VesselView® 4 digital diagnostic system includes Troll Control, ECO-Screen and SmartTow
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350SLX

®

LENGTH: 34' 6" / 10.50 m /

24

BEAM: 10' 6" / 3.20 m /

WEIGHT: 11,787 lb / 5,347 kg /

FUEL: 160 gal / 605 L

Premium, command-centric helm station

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Optional “swim-out” hydraulic swim platform • Luxurious double-stitched upholstery with a refined leather texture
Enclosed head with lockable door and VacuFlush® toilet • Large storage under automotive-style helm can be outfitted as optional berth, and available
Axius Joystick provides easy docking • Seating for up to 18 guests with superior sun coverage via standard hardtop and optional extended sun shade
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Convertible aft lounger accommodates tube storage underway and seating at rest • In-gunnel hanging lockers and under-seat drawers
Standard Quiet Ride™, featuring Tuned Transom®, reduces noise and vibration • Optional Dynamic Running Surface™ for cruising stability and precision
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SUNDECK
SERIES

®

The Sundeck Series elevates the deck boat experience beyond your
expectations, and your family and friends are invited. Each Sundeck
is built to accommodate your whole crew, with deep, roomy storage
that hides away must-have gear and then some. Experience seamless
transitions from water to deck with an expansive, full-beam extended
swim platform. With its spacious cockpits, plush loungers and
ergonomic helms, the Sundeck Series will make you feel like something special has been molded with you in mind.

220SUNDECK

®

LENGTH: 22' 6" / 6.85 m /
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BEAM: 8' 4" / 2.56 m

/ WEIGHT: 4,200 lb / 1,905 kg /

FUEL: 45 gal / 170 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Standard extended swim platform with an optional manual submersible swim platform
Expansive portside storage with optional head upgrade • Deep bow seating with ample storage • Large cockpit floorplan fosters conversation
Trendsetting interior colors include Ivory (shown) and Cognac
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Rear sunpad with starboard walk-thru • Comfortably seats up to 12 people • Optional forward-sweeping watersports tower available
Anchor storage with optional bow boarding ladder • Optional flush-mounted GPS/chartplotter • New 250-hp MerCruiser 4.5L MP ECT Alpha 1 Sterndrive
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220Outboard

SUNDECK®

LENGTH: 22' 0" / 6.71 m /

30

BEAM: 8' 4" / 2.56 m

/ WEIGHT: 3,790 lb / 1,719 kg /

FUEL: 45 gal / 170 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Optional fill-in cushions create massive bow lounge • Port L-shaped seating with starboard walk-thru
Optional bow ladder with compartment • On-deck transom staging seat with gear storage beneath
SmartCraft® Diagnostics with custom Sea Ray back-lit instrumentation with glass lenses and night lighting
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Comfortably seats up to 12 people • Trendsetting interior colors include Ivory (shown) and Cognac
Choice of low-maintenance, quiet Mercury® Verado Fourstroke outboards up to 250 hp • Optional forward-facing watersports tower
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240SUNDECK

®

LENGTH: 24' 6" / 7.46 m /

32

BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.59 m / WEIGHT: 4,740 lb / 2,150 kg / FUEL: 55 gal / 208 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Ergonomic helm for maximum comfort and control • Deep bow with storage beneath
Standard spacious head compartment finishing with upgraded interior cabinetry • Multi-position, wide port-side seat and lounger
Convertible cockpit layout promotes relaxation and interaction
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Aft sunpad lounger with starboard walk-thru • Optional forward-sweeping watersports tower
Anchor storage with bow boarding ladder • Optional manual submersible swim platform • Comfortably seats up to 13 people
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240Outboard

SUNDECK®

LENGTH: 24' 0" / 7.30 m

34

/ BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.59 m / WEIGHT: 3,909 lb / 1,773 kg / FUEL: 55 gal / 208 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Bow seating features diamond stitching and armrest • Trendsetting interior colors include Ivory and Cognac (shown) • Standard head
compartment finishing with upgraded interior cabinetry • Convertible portside cockpit seat and lounger • Premium, command-centric helm station
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
On-deck transom staging seat with gear storage beneath • Choice of low-maintenance, quiet Mercury® Verado Fourstroke outboards up to 300 hp
Comfortably seats up to 13 people • Anchor storage with bow boarding ladder • Bluetooth™-compatible Rockford Fosgate® stereo
Standard extended swim platforms and transom walk-thru
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270SUNDECK

®

LENGTH: 27' 2" / 8.30 m /

36

BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.59 m

/ WEIGHT: 5,925 lb / 2,687 kg

/ FUEL: 65 gal / 246 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
SmartCraft™ Diagnostics with custom Sea Ray back-lit instrumentation and optional Digital Dash, and standard DTS
Integrated full-beam platform offers available submersible step • Stay out longer with the enclosed head with vanity and sink
Contoured transom lounger and walk-thru • Open floor plan boasts convertible seating
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Ivory (shown) or Cognac vinyl accented by stitched diamond pattern • Stereo with wireless Bluetooth™ • Self-bailing cockpit for easy cleaning
Available tower-style Bimini mount (shown) or optional watersports tower • Planes effortlessly with standard Mercruiser® 350 MAG engine
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270Outboard

SUNDECK®

LENGTH: 27' 2" / 8.30 m /

38

BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.59 m

/ WEIGHT: 5,925 lb / 2,687 kg

/ FUEL: 65 gal / 246 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
SmartCraft® Diagnostics with custom Sea Ray back-lit instrumentation and optional Digital Dash • Convertible port and starboard helm seats
Enclosed head with vanity and sink • Multi-position transom lounger • Deep bow seating with standard cockpit table and dedicated storage
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Quiet, smooth Mercury® Verado Outboard power offers 300-hp option • Cognac (shown) or Ivory vinyl accented by stitched diamond pattern
Soft, stable ride planes effortlessly • Easy-to-operate Bimini top on optional watersports tower • Stereo with wireless Bluetooth™
Standard integrated full-beam swim platform and four-step ladder
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290SUNDECK

®

LENGTH: 29' 2" / 8.90 m /

40

BEAM: 9' 0" / 2.74 m /

WEIGHT: 6,471 lb / 2,935 kg / FUEL: 85 gal / 322 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Reclining convertible aft-facing transom loungers • SmartCraft® Diagnostics with custom Sea Ray back-lit instrumentation and optional chartplotter
Stay out longer with the enclosed head with vanity and sink • Deep bow seating with standard cockpit table and dedicated storage
Open floor plan boasts convertible seating, including transom loungers
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Standard SmartCraft Digital Throttle & Shift • Hassle-free canvas covers and Bimini tops available • Self-bailing cockpit for easy cleaning
Soft, stable ride places effortlessly with standard MerCruiser® 350 MAG engine • Stereo with wireless Bluetooth™
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SPX

®

SERIES

Every once in a while, we need to un-complicate in order to grow.
Sea Ray’s all-new SPX series is just that—a re-imagination of what
the sport boating experience should be. An edgy, sporty design and
compelling performance combine to deliver the spirit of Sea Ray
in an accessible, sleek package. Available in sterndrive and outboard
with convertible seating and convenient options packages, any
SPX will become your SPX.

19SPX

®

LENGTH: 19' 6" / 5.94 m

44

/ BEAM: 8' 4" / 2.54 m /

WEIGHT: 2,728 lb / 1,237 kg /

FUEL: 30 gal / 113 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Custom Sea Ray back-lit instrumentation with glass lenses and night lighting • Convertible port-side seating with fill-in cushions
Command-centric helm station with swivel bucket seat • Plush sunpad with port transom walk-thru • Deep bow seating with integrated storage below
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Standard integrated full-beam swim platform and four-step ladder • Engine options up to 220-hp MerCruiser® available
Molded hullside accents lend edgier, sporty style • Three all-inclusive optional packages: Comfort, AllSport and Elevation
Standard painted trailer with disc brakes and swing-away tongue
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19Outboard
SPX®

LENGTH: 21' 9" / 6.62 m /

46

BEAM: 8' 4" / 2.54 m /

WEIGHT: 2,494 lb / 1,131 kg /

FUEL: 30 gal / 113 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Mercury® EFI FourStroke outboard offers reliability and fuel efficiency • Bow casting chair and trolling motor with AllSport Package
Optional AllSport Package offers aft underseat livewell • Take command of legendary Sea Ray performance (shown with optional GPS fishfinder)
Convertible cockpit design for comfortable entertaining
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Comfort, AllSport and Elevation option packages • Plush sunpad with port transom walk-thru • Molded hullside accents lend sporty style
Standard integrated swim platform and four-step ladder • Standard painted trailer with disc brakes and swing-away tongue
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21SPX

®

LENGTH: 21' 6" / 6.55 m

48

/ BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.60 m /

WEIGHT: 3,400 lb / 1,542 kg /

FUEL: 40 gal / 151 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Custom Sea Ray back-lit instrumentation with glass lenses and night lighting • Port transom walk-thru with integrated storage • Convertible bench seat
with forward cushion and aft bolster • Flip-up sunpad for lounging and integrated full-beam platform • Deep bow seating with abundant storage below
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Power-assisted steering and tilt wheel standard • Engine options up to 250-hp MerCruiser® • Comfort, AllSport and Elevation (shown) option packages
Molded hullside accents lend edgier, sporty style • Standard tandem axle painted trailer with disc brakes and swing-away tongue
Optional Perfect Pass® speed control
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21Outboard
SPX®

LENGTH: 23' 9" / 7.23 m

50

/ BEAM: 8' 6" / 2.60 m /

WEIGHT: 2,816 lb / 1,277 kg

/ FUEL: 40 gal / 151 L

ABOVE FEATURES (Clockwise from top-left)
Custom Sea Ray back-lit instrumentation with glass lenses and night lighting • Port console storage
L-shaped bench and dedicated cooler storage below • Insulated, lined compartment under seat
Deep bow lounge seating with center aft-facing seat
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Mercury® outboard offers reliability and fuel efficiency • Three all-inclusive, optional packages: Comfort, AllSport and Elevation (shown)
“No compromise” integrated full-beam swim platform • Flip-up sunpad with port transom walk-thru
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OPTIONS
A N D S PECS
No two journeys are alike. Choose the color scheme, options
and accessories that best reflect your boating style. Sporting
gear and lifestyle amenities help you maximize the potential
of your time on the water. Turn it up.

FEATURES & OPTIONS

4

1

5

2
6
1. chartplotter

Daylight-viewable and sealed in a waterproof housing.

2. digital throttle & shift (dts)

Smoother and more responsive shifting from Mercury® and SmartCraft®.

3. upgraded head interior

With solid-surface countertop and upgraded finishes.

4. smartcraft digital instrumentation

A display screen is built into the tachometer for engine performance and
diagnostic data.

5. rockford fosgate® stereos

Featuring convenient remote wireless Bluetooth™ connectivity and media inputs.

6. rockford fosgate transom stereo remote

Offering convenient control of our Rockford Fosgate stereos right at the
water’s edge.

3
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7

10

8

11

9
7. air compressor

Inflate water toys in no time with almost no effort.

8. windlass

Rope and chain with galvanized anchor for long-term use and dependability.

9. stainless steel bimini hardware

Stainless steel D-ring hardware makes removing and adjusting the Bimini
quick and easy.

10. cooler storage

Dedicated storage for onboard coolers means fewer obstructions in the cockpit.

11. bow boarding ladder

Concealed, stainless steel telescoping ladders offer easy boarding at the bow.

12. stainless steel flagpole & flag

Polished, high-quality stainless steel flagpole with grommeted U.S. flag.

12
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FEATURES & OPTIONS

16
13

17
13. thru-hull exhaust

Provides a throaty engine rumble and can increase performance in big-block boats.

14. swivel wakeboard racks

Loading and unloading wakeboards just got a whole lot easier.

15. underwater lighting

14

Thru-hull options are great for night fishing, diving or just setting the mood.

16. docking lights

Powerful, long-lasting LED lights set in corrosion-resistant stainless steel housing.

17. rockford fosgate® speakers

Pump up the volume with auxiliary speakers and subwoofers.

15
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18
20

19
18. vesselview 4

Power is at your fingertips with VesselView 4, a digital diagnostic system including
Troll Control, ECO-Screen and SmartTow.

19. stainless steel refrigerator

Elegance is in the options; cruise all day with a convenient cockpit refrigerator.

20. manual submersible swim platform

With one simple motion, enjoy a step into the water and space for two to sit.

21. digital dash

An optional Digital Dash keeps you informed with audio control and access to
critical engine data.

22. interior led package

21

An interior LED package ensures your evenings are as stylish as your days.

22
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ACTIONWEAR FOR YOUR BOAT
Sea Ray® offers a variety of colors and graphics packages in addition to the
Arctic White gelcoat and striping that come standard on most models.
Current options include two-tone gelcoat, full-color hull gelcoat and hull
bottom color. Choose from the gelcoat colors and illustrated graphics below
for more eye-catching options than ever before.

SUNDECK®

GELCOAT COLOR & GRAPHICS PACKAGES
ARCTIC
WHITE
SUNSET
RED

SEA RAY
BLUE
MOJAVE
TAN

SLX®

GELCOAT COLOR & GRAPHICS PACKAGES
ARCTIC
WHITE
SUNSET
RED

ONYX

SEA RAY
BLUE
MOJAVE
TAN

ONYX

* 250/270/300/350 SLX have gelcoat boot stripes instead of graphic.

220 & 240 SUNDECK

standard graphic (shown in onyx)

standard graphic (shown in sunset red*)

optional graphic (shown in sunset red)

270 & 290 SUNDECK

2-tone (shown with grey graphic)

full color hull (shown
with mojave tan and white graphic)
ALL THREE GEL AREAS ARE INTERCHANGEABLE
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FULL-COLOR HULLS

GELCOAT COLOR Available on all boats except 300 and 350 SLX.
19, 21
SPX

ONYX

VIBRANT
BLUE

RALLY
RED

MOJAVE
TAN

210, 230,
250, 270
SLX

ONYX

SEA RAY
BLUE

SUNSET
RED

MOJAVE
TAN

220, 240,
270, 290
SUNDECK

ONYX

SEA RAY
BLUE

SUNSET
RED

MOJAVE
TAN

SPX®

GELCOAT COLOR & GRAPHICS PACKAGES
ARCTIC
WHITE
RALLY
RED

VIBRANT
BLUE
MOJAVE
TAN

ONYX

base hull

black bottom, single-color hullside and speed graphic

base hull with speed graphic

base hull with sport graphic

2-tone hull with speed graphic

2-tone hull with sport graphic

Not all colors and graphics are available on all models. See your authorized Sea Ray dealer for details.
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COLOR FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Sea Ray® Sport Boats offer interior color options as well as hull bottom
color and full-color hull gelcoat options so you can personalize your
ride to reflect your style.

SUNDECK®

SLX®

COGNAC

IVORY

See your Sea Ray dealer for SPX Series standard and optional vinyl color appointments.

TOWERS

Our family of watersports towers includes new forward-facing and folding styles for sleek looks
and easy transport and storage. Standard and optional components include swivel wakeboard
racks, integrated Bimini tops and lights and rotating nylon ski tows for reduced rope wear. Refer to
the chart below for tower availability, or contact your authorized Sea Ray® dealer.
forward-facing tower
19 spx io/ob

optional

21 spx io/ob

optional

hardtop

spx® series tower

slx® series tower

210 slx

optional*

230 slx

optional*

250 slx

optional*

optional

270 slx

optional*

optional

300 slx

standard

350 slx

standard

220 sundeck io/ob

optional*

240 sundeck io/ob

optional*

270 sundeck io/ob

optional*

290 sundeck
* Available in black or white
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fiberglass tower with
integral bimini top*

optional

sundeck® series tower
all sport towers fold down for
optimal towing and storage.

SHORELAND’R TRAILERS
®

Sea Ray® has partnered with ShoreLand’r to provide custom-fit trailers for almost every Sport Boat
model. These road warriors feature a V-frame design to keep each boat’s center of gravity as low
as possible, resulting in a better ride and easier loading and unloading. ShoreLand’r uses a special
powder-coating system for a deep luster, and its trailers boast welded steel frames, giving them a smooth
look and incredible strength. Premium trailer upgrade includes aluminum wheels, radial tires and a
spare tire with carrier. A five-year limited warranty is standard, providing dependability for the long haul.

Drop Axle
Submersible
LED Lights

Free-Backing Hydraulic
Surge Disc Brakes
Swivel Jack
Full-Size
Spare Tire
Swing-Away
Tongue

Durable PowderCoated Frame

Enclosed
Brake Lines

Fender Step
Aluminum Wheels

Premium trailer shown

Radial Tires

19
spx®

21
spx®

210
slx®

230
slx®

220
sundeck®

240
sundeck®

270
sundeck®

290
sundeck®

overall length with trailer*

21'6"

25'0"

25'5"

26'3"

26'6"

26'8"

31'4"

32'8"

beam on trailer

8'1"

8'6"

8'6"

8'7"

8'7"

8'7"

8'5.5"

8'11.5"

3,435

4,350

5,092

5,729

6,106

6,230

7,549

8,485

ground to windshield on trailer

6'7"

6'8"

6'1"

6'8"

7'8"

7'7"

7'10"

7'11"

ground to tower (down) on trailer

7'0"

7'1"

6'8"

7'3"

8'8"

8'8"

10'0"

10'1"

trailer information

dry weight with trailer (lb)**
tower information

Note: Measurements apply to ShoreLand’r trailers only. Trailers only approved for use in U.S. and Canada. Trailers available for remaining SLX and Sundeck models. Base trailer
available painted or galvanized.
®

®

Note: Trailers accompany the 19 SPX, 21 SPX, 19 SPX OB and 21 SPX OB as standard. Trailers are optional for SLX and Sundeck models. Outboard SPX specs not shown. Ask your dealer for
details.
* Folded swing-away tongue reduces length by approximately 24 inches.
** Dimensions and weights are approximate.
profile 2000 winch

This manual winch with
heavy-duty post encloses
the gears for added safety.
The robust shape and
large bow-stop roller
provide extra muscle.

swing-away tongue
A handy feature that
makes it easy to store
your boat in a garage,
or anywhere space is
limited.

free-backing
hydraulic surge
disc brakes

drop axle

fender step pad

dependable
light system

Brake lines run inside the
axle to protect them from
damage.

Fenders feature
convenient, rubberized
step pads with a textured
surface for extra grip.

This design keeps the
boat lower for smoother
towing.

Side marker lights are
waterproof with a
separate ground wire
to guard against failure.
All lights use a standard
automotive-type plug
for easy replacement.
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CANVAS

Custom-fit canvas tops and boat covers from Sunbrella® offer reliable protection from the elements and
promise a long, fade-resistant life. In addition, stainless steel D-ring hardware on our Bimini tops is easy
to manipulate and corrosion resistant for carefree use and maintenance. Standard canvas comes in black,
and Toast Tweed and Blue options are available. Refer to the chart below for canvas availability, or contact your
authorized Sea Ray ® dealer.
bimini top

cockpit &
tonneau cover

canvas package
for bimini top**

mooring
cover

aft extended and bow
sunshades

full-forward
bimini top**

19 spx io/ob

optional

optional

optional

21 spx io/ob

optional

optional

optional

210 slx

optional

optional

optional

optional

230 slx

optional

optional

optional

optional

250 slx

standard

optional

optional

optional

270 slx

standard

optional

optional

optional

300 slx

standard

standard

optional

optional

350 slx

standard

standard

optional

optional

220 sundeck io/ob

standard

optional

optional

optional

optional

240 sundeck io/ob

standard

optional

optional

optional

optional

270 sundeck io/ob

standard

optional

optional

optional

optional

290 sundeck

standard

optional

optional

optional

optional

Note: Full canvas enclosures should only be used while the boat is at anchor or rest. See owner’s manual.
** Not available with optional watersports tower

bimini top

(shown integrated with optional tower)

sundeck series cockpit &
tonneau covers

slx series cockpit &
tonneau covers

Sunbrella is the most trusted name
on the water in marine fabrics.
And for good reason: boaters have
confidence in its legendary fadeand water-resistant fabrics to
keep their boats and families safe
from the elements. With a wide
array of solutions for your Sea Ray,
you’ll be comfortable while being
shaded in style.
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PROPULSION

Sea Ray® partners with the leading marine engine manufacturers to provide our Sport Boat owners with
unsurpassed power, reliability and support around the world.
mercury

Every Sea Ray Sport Boat utilizes Mercury MerCruiser® or Mercury® Verado FourStroke propulsion to
provide reliable power and exhilarating performance. Here are just a few of the distinct advantages
owners can expect from this proven industry leader.
more choices

automotive-like control

MerCruiser offers a full line of sterndrive engines from 135 to 380 horsepower,
allowing owners to choose from more than 20 unique drive systems including
the Alpha® One, the most popular sterndrive in the world, and the Bravo®
series. The brawniest, Bravo III, features counter-rotating propellers for precise
handling and maneuverability. Mercury Verado FourStroke engines provide
the 220 Sundeck® and 240 Sundeck with the most sophisticated outboard
propulsion system on the water. Reliable, quiet and efficient, these
supercharged engines perform beautifully and give you a choice of power when
you are selecting the right boat for your needs.

Regardless of the engine and drive combination, MerCruiser customers can rely
on confidence-building features such as available SmartCraft® Digital Throttle
and Shift (DTS) for transparent throttle response.
unsurpassed innovation

MerCruiser leads the industry with innovations like its award-winning Axius®
joystick system, which provides incredible low-speed maneuverability in boats
powered by twin engines—maneuverability that promises effortless docking with
fingertip control.

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
gasoline sterndrives — mercruiser
engine

3.0l mpi ect

4.3l mpi ect

4.5l mpi ect

5.0l mpi ect

350 mag ect

8.2 mag ect

hp / kw (prop horsepower)

135 / 101

220 / 164

250 / 164

260 / 194

300 / 224

380 / 283

displacement (liters / cid)

3.0 / 181

4.3 / 262

4.5 / 275

5.0 / 305

5.7 / 350

8.2 / 502

cylinders

inline

v6

v6

v8

v8

v8

4,400 – 4,800

4,400 – 4,800

4,800 – 5,200

4,600 – 5,000

4,800 – 5,200

4,400 – 4,800

alpha

alpha

alpha / bravo iii

alpha / bravo i
bravo iii

alpha / bravo iii

bravo iii

635

865/932

864

952 / 1,019

946 / 1,013

1,080

rpm (wot)
transmission / drive
weight (lb)

4

mercury outboards
engine
hp / kw (prop horsepower)
displacement (liters )
cylinders

fourstroke 150hp

verado 200hp
pro fourstorke

verado 250hp
pro fourstorke

verado 300hp
pro fourstorke

150 / 110

200 / 149

250 / 186

300 / 224

3.0

2.6

2.6

2.6

inline

4

inline

6

inline

6

inline

6

rpm (wot)

5,000 –5,800

5,800 – 6,400

5,800 – 6,400

5,800 – 6,400

weight (lb)

455

635

635

635

A specific boat’s performance will be affected by water and weather conditions, altitude, condition of boat and actual load. All fuel systems are MPI.
The readings are from actual dynamometer tests as provided by the manufacturer.
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210

STANDARD
LAYOUT

21'0"

6.40

SLX®

230

OPTIONAL
SEATING PLAN

STANDARD
LAYOUT

7.00

26'6"

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

8.08

SLX®

OPTIONAL
SEATING PLAN

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

40 gal / 151 l

47 gal / 178 l

75 gal / 283 l

10 people

11 people

21 gal / 79 l

1,500 lb / 680 kg

1,450 lb / 658 kg

BEAM

8'3" / 2.50
38" / 97

cm

BEAM

BEAM

8'6" / 2.59

m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

& 21" / 55

cm

8'6" / 2.59

m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

36" / 91

cm

& 19" / 48

cm

36" / 91

cm

DRY WEIGHT

DRY WEIGHT

DEADRISE

DEADRISE

DEADRISE

lb / 1,652 kg

21º

4,100

lb / 1,859 kg

ARCTIC WHITE

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SEA RAY BLUE

5,880

& 20" / 51

cm

lb / 2,667 kg

21º

21º

MOJAVE TAN

SEA RAY BLUE

m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

DRY WEIGHT

3,642
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250

STANDARD
LAYOUT

23'0"

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

SLX®

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SEA RAY BLUE

270

300

SLX®

SLX®

STANDARD
LAYOUT

28'6"

8.69

STANDARD
TRANSOM SEATING
PLAN WITH WETBAR

29'6"

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

8.99

9.80

34'6"

m

cm

160 gal / 606 l
30 gal / 114 l

BEAM

10'6" / 3.20

m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

& 20" / 50

cm

DRY WEIGHT

lb / 2,728 kg

DEADRISE

9'8" / 2.95

36" / 91

m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

38" / 96
7,700

m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

BEAM

cm

& 27" / 68

cm

DRY WEIGHT

21º

m

m

24 gal / 90 l

BEAM

10.50

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

130 gal / 492 l

21 gal / 79 l

37" / 94

STANDARD
LAYOUT

OVERALL LENGTH WITH OPTIONAL EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

91 gal / 344 l

9'0" / 2.74

SLX®

OPTIONAL
SUNPAD & COCKPIT
SEATING PLAN

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

32'2"

6,016

OPTIONAL SUNPAD
SEATING PLAN
WITH WETBAR

350

lb / 3,493 kg

cm

& 29" / 74

cm

DRY WEIGHT

11,787

lb / 5,347 kg

DEADRISE

21º

DEADRISE

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SEA RAY BLUE

21º

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SEA RAY BLUE

SEA RAY BLUE
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220

SUNDECK®
IO

220

STANDARD
LAYOUT

22'6"

6.85

240

STANDARD
LAYOUT

22'0"

m

6.71

SUNDECK®
IO

STANDARD
LAYOUT

24'6"

m

7.46

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

45 gal / 170 l

45 gal / 170 l

55 gal / 208 l

5 gal / 19 l (opt)

5 gal / 19 l (opt)

9 gal / 34 l (opt)

12 people

12 people

13 people

1,725 lb / 782 kg

1,617 lb / 733 kg

BEAM

8'4" / 2.56
38" / 97

8'4" / 2.56

cm

& 21" / 53

cm

DRY WEIGHT

4,200

1,773 lb / 786 kg

BEAM
m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

lb / 1,905 kg

BEAM

8'6" / 2.59

m

DRAFT (OUTBOARD DOWN & UP)

37"/ 94

cm

& 20" / 51

cm

DRY WEIGHT

3,790

lb

/ 1,719

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

38" / 96

cm

& 21" / 53

cm

4,740

lb / 2,150 kg

DEADRISE

21º

21º

m

DRY WEIGHT
kg

DEADRISE

DEADRISE

21º

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SEA RAY BLUE
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SUNDECK®
OB

SEA RAY BLUE

SEA RAY BLUE

240

SUNDECK®
OB

270

STANDARD
LAYOUT

24'0"

7.30

SUNDECK®
IO

270

STANDARD
LAYOUT

27'2"

m

8.30

SUNDECK®
OB

STANDARD
LAYOUT

27'2"

m

8.30

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

55 gal / 208 l

65 gal / 246 l

65 gal / 246 l

9 gal / 34 l (opt)

20 gal / 76 l (opt)

20 gal / 76 l (opt)

13 people

1,750 lb / 793 kg

BEAM

8'6" / 2.59

8'6" / 2.59

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

BEAM

8'6" / 2.59

38" / 96

m

DRAFT (OUTBOARD DOWN & UP)

36"/ 91

cm

& 19" / 48

cm

DRY WEIGHT

3,909

BEAM
m

lb

/ 1,773

kg

cm

& 21" / 53

cm

DRAFT (OUTBOARD DOWN & UP)

38" / 96

cm

DRY WEIGHT

DRY WEIGHT

DEADRISE

DEADRISE

5,925

lb / 2,687 kg

21º

m

5,925

& 21" / 53

cm

lb / 2,687 kg

21º

DEADRISE

21º

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SEA RAY BLUE

SEA RAY BLUE

SEA RAY BLUE
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290

SUNDECK®

19

STANDARD
LAYOUT

29'2"

8.90

19

SPX® IO

SPX® OB

STANDARD
LAYOUT

19'6"

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

5.94

STANDARD
LAYOUT

21'9"

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

85 gal / 322 l
20 gal / 76 l

6.62

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

30 gal / 113 l

30 gal / 113 l

11 people

11 people

1,550 lb / 703 kg

1,550 lb / 703 kg

BEAM

9'0" / 2.74

m

BEAM

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

42" / 106

cm

& 24" / 61

cm

DRY WEIGHT

6,471

lb / 2,935 kg

8'4" / 2.54

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

34" / 86

21º

cm

& 18" / 46

cm

DRY WEIGHT

2,728

DEADRISE

BEAM

8'4" / 2.54

m

lb / 1,237 kg

DEADRISE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SEA RAY BLUE

31"/ 79

cm

& 18" / 46

cm

DRY WEIGHT

2,494

lb

/ 1,131

kg

19º

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SUNSET RED

ONYX

VIBRANT BLUE
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DRAFT (OUTBOARD DOWN & UP)

DEADRISE

19º
ARCTIC WHITE

m

VIBRANT BLUE

21

SPX® IO

21

SPX® OB

STANDARD
LAYOUT

21'6"

6.55

STANDARD
LAYOUT

23'9"

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

40 gal / 151 l

m

40 gal / 151 l

BEAM

BEAM

8'6" / 2.60

7.23

OVERALL LENGTH WITH INTEGRAL
SWIM PLATFORM

8'6" / 2.60

m

m

DRAFT (STERNDRIVE DOWN & UP)

DRAFT (OUTBAORD DOWN & UP)

tbd

tbd

DRY WEIGHT

DRY WEIGHT

DEADRISE

DEADRISE

3,400

lb / 1,542 kg

3,400

lb / 1,542 kg

19º

19º

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

ARCTIC WHITE

MOJAVE TAN

SUNSET RED

ONYX

SUNSET RED

ONYX

VIBRANT BLUE

VIBRANT BLUE
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THE

SEA RAY STORY
From its very first boat in 1959 to each of those rolling off the line today, Sea Ray has always
offered a bold vision of what boating can be and brought that vision to life with the finest
craftsmanship, an engaging ownership experience and unparalleled support. Sea Ray owners
enjoy the satisfaction of achieving the well-lived life on the water.

VISION
Sea Ray® has always been known to push the envelope. Our boats were
among the first of their kind to use fiberglass and other high-tech
composite materials that would go on to become standards in the industry.
Our Next Wave™ initiative is a commitment to develop and champion new
technologies and design innovations like Quiet Ride™, SkyFlow™ and
Concealed Outboard Propulsion™ with the goal of completely reimagining
the boating experience. In fact, Sea Ray has one of the largest patent
portfolios in the global marine community. This forward-thinking,
cutting-edge, sky’s-the-limit approach ensures you get the best of the best,
even when the rest of the world hasn’t even heard of it... yet.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
A Sea Ray® boat is a work of relentless commitment. Every
stitch of upholstery, every arch and spoiler, every inch of
hardware has to be just so. It’s this obsession with the details
that shapes our demanding standards for quality. From
wood components fabricated in-house to laser-cut and
hand-finished upholstery, Sea Ray boats combine the
mastery of craftsmen with the precision of industry-leading
technology for a caliber of construction you won’t find
anywhere else. It’s a unique approach that carries through
every step of the production process — and the resulting fit,
finish and styling achieves a level of sophistication you can
feel. It’s why Sea Ray is the Most Awarded Boat Brand. Ever.

SUPPORT
From prototype to testing to construction, every
Sea Ray® is designed to deliver unmatched
reliability with zero room for compromise. Only
the finest quality materials and components are
used, and Sea Ray stands behind each model with
some of the industry’s best warranties. Owners
enjoy an unmatched level of customer service from
the most decorated network of dealers in the
industry. All of these efforts exist to ensure your
Sea Ray outperforms your expectations at every turn.

LIFESTYLE
Own a boat, and you open up your life to a world
of new possibilities. Own a Sea Ray®, and you can
watch as those possibilities flourish into cherished
moments. Sea Ray ownership unlocks a unique
world, with exclusive social events, premium offers
and participation in a community of like-minded
boaters. It is complemented further by membership
in the Sea Ray Owners Club*. Simply ask any Sea Ray
boater, and they’ ll tell you. Owning a Sea Ray isn’t
just about style, it’s about lifestyle.
*Only available in the U.S. and Canada
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®
In addition to the premium Sport Boats in this catalog, Sea Ray offers truly world-class Sport Cruisers, Sport Yachts and Yachts.
310 Sundancer ®

280 Sundancer ®
330 Sundancer ®
260 Sundancer ®
350 Sundancer ®

370 Sundancer ®

410 Sundancer ®

370 Venture ®

450 Sundancer ®
510 Fly ®

470 Sundancer ®

510 Sundancer ®
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540 Sundancer ®

260
280
310
330
350
370
370
410
450
470
510
510
540

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

VENTURE®

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

SUNDANCER®

FLY®

SUNDANCER®

OVERALL LENGTH WITH STANDARD SWIM PLATFORM

26'7" /

8.10

m

DRY WEIGHT: 6,667
SLEEP CAPACITY: 4

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

30'6" /

BEAM: 8'6" / 2.59

lb

BEAM: 8'10" / 2.69

/ 3,024

kg

/ 3,724

kg

m

m

DRY WEIGHT: 8,211
SLEEP CAPACITY: 4

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

BEAM: 10'0" / 3.05

m

DRY WEIGHT: 11,630
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6

lb

33'2" /

9.29

10.11

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

35'8" /

10.87

11.45

m

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

39'4" /

11.99

11.33

m

12.65

m

13.84

m

14.40

m

m

15.49

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

50'10" /

15.49

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

54'9" /

16.70

m

kg

m

DRY WEIGHT: 15,780
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6

lb

BEAM: 12'0" / 3.66

m

BEAM: 11'3" / 3.43

lb

/ 7,158

kg

/ 8,194

kg

/ 7,185

kg

m

BEAM: 13'0" / 3.96

lb

m

BEAM: 13'2" / 4.01

lb

BEAM: 14'0" / 4.27

BEAM: 14'8" / 4.47

lb

lb

/ 11,050

/ 15,286

kg

kg

m
lb

/ 18,789

kg

lb

/ 21,228

kg

lb

/ 21,274

kg

m

DRY WEIGHT (ZEUS): 46,800
SLEEP CAPACITY: 8

BEAM: 15'3" / 4.65

kg

m

DRY WEIGHT (ZEUS): 41,423
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6 / 8

BEAM: 15'4" / 4.67

/ 11,737

m

DRY WEIGHT: 33,700
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

50'10" /

/ 6,048

DRY WEIGHT (AXIUS): 24,362
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

47'3" /

kg

DRY WEIGHT (ZEUS): 25,875
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

45'5" /

lb

DRY WEIGHT: 15,840
SLEEP CAPACITY: 4

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

41'6" /

BEAM: 11'4" / 3.45

/ 5,275

m

DRY WEIGHT: 18,064
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

37'2" /

BEAM: 10'5" / 3.18

DRY WEIGHT: 13,334
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED SWIM PLATFORM

37'7" /

lb

m

DRY WEIGHT (ZEUS): 46,901
SLEEP CAPACITY: 6 / 8
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INCREDIBLE CRAFTSMANSHIP. IMPECCABLE STYLE. COMMANDING PERFORMANCE.

WELCOME TO INSPIRED LUXURY
Ushering in a new era of world-class yachting, the Sea Ray L-Class® was founded on the philosophy that style thrives on substance.
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SEA RAY® BUILT THE L-CLASS® ATOP A FOUNDATION
of commanding capability, rock-solid reliability and world-class
craftsmanship. There are five guiding tenets to L-Class design:
DESIGN SHOULD HAVE MEANING. L-Class offers seamless
anticipation of your every need, with features and finishes that fit
you remarkably. This is luxury with soul.

L590

TRUE PERFORMANCE IS TRUE LUXURY. Smooth. Solid. Effortless.
Putting you in complete command.

NEVER COMPROMISE COMFORT. L-Class delivers sophisticated and
comprehensive relaxation to set you fully at ease. These yachts will
exceed your every expectation without compromises or qualifiers.

THERE ARE NO LITTLE THINGS. No detail has been overlooked,
from the skillful craftsmanship delivering true seaworthiness down
to every last stitch of upholstery.

TRUE CRAFTSMANSHIP ENDURES. It’s only a lost art if you stop
doing it. Signature Sea Ray craftsmanship offers a level of skill and
artistry unmatched in the luxury yachting world.

L590 Fly

With a comprehensive three-year bow-to-stern warranty, a
concierge-led buying experience and personalized delivery—not
to mention a 24-hour dedicated customer service representative
and incomparable support throughout North America—L-Class
invites you to enjoy an entirely new kind of ownership experience.

L590

OVERALL LENGTH

58'10" / 17.93 M
BEAM: 16'0" / 4.87
DRY WEIGHT: tbd

m

L650

L590

FLY

OVERALL LENGTH

58'10" / 17.93 M
BEAM: 16'0" / 4.87
DRY WEIGHT: tbd

L650
L650

FLY

m

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED PLATFORM

65'1" / 19.84 M

BEAM: 17'2" / 5.23 m
DRY WEIGHT: 73,500 lbs / 33,339

kg

OVERALL LENGTH WITH EXTENDED PLATFORM

65'1" / 19.84 M

BEAM: 17'2" / 5.23 m
DRY WEIGHT: 80,500 lbs / 36,514

L650 Fly
kg
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u.s. & canada office

800 S. Gay St.
Knoxville, TN 37929
USA
Phone: +1 (865) 522-4181
www.searay.com
europe, africa &
the middle east office

You and your family deserve boat insurance from a provider that cares as much about your
Sea Ray as you do. If there's one company that is truly committed to conscientious service and a
headache-free experience, it's our official partner NBOA. Since 1994, NBOA has been providing
Sea Ray owners with outstanding marine insurance solutions. Through NBOA, Sea Ray owners have
access to exclusive marine insurance rates and select discounts, plus emergency dispatch and free
on-water towing services for the first year. So treat yourself well, and treat your Sea Ray to NBOA.
For more information, go to NBOAT.com or call 800-248-3512.

Oude Haagseweg 47
1066 BV Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (20) 511-0011
Email: amsterdam@brunswick.com
international office

800 S. Gay St.
Knoxville, TN 37929
USA
Phone: +1 (865) 522-4181
Email: srint@searay.com

www.searay.com
note: not all accessories shown in pictures or described herein are standard equipment or even available as
options. options and features are subject to change without notice. not all model year boats may contain all the
features or meet the specifications described herein. confirm availability of all accessories and equipment with
an authorized sea ray dealer prior to purchase. printed in the u.s.a. november 2014 © sea ray boats.

